Enterprise Media Importer + Scan

Easily upload CDs and DVDs and scan documents into your radiology workflow.
Reconcile, view and share images and reports brought in from outside sources.
ENTERPRISE MEDIA IMPORTER
Enterprise Media Importer (EMI) streamlines
the management of incoming discs, allowing for
distribution of patient data that enters your facility
from outside sources. EMI enables reconciliation of
outside images and data and uploads them into the
healthcare enterprise where they can be instantly
viewed and shared with authorized users, and/or
seamlessly imported into your archive or cloud.

Enhances Productivity
w Import an unlimited number of outside discs from
any workstation
w Enables you to quickly and easily receive, view,
reconcile, and manage outside discs
w Reconciles and stores images and reports for
collaborative viewing and secondary interpretation
w Allows disc content to be shared with referring
physicians, reducing the need for unnecessary or
duplicate procedures
w Outside discs sent to the cloud can be viewed online
or archived
w Provides a process for securely sharing image data
without needing to import it to your archive

w

Audit trail reports capture and store study data,
volume of discs imported and the organization that
created the discs

SCAN
A powerful addition to the already robust Enterprise
Media Importer product, Scan allows users to attach a
compatible scanner and seamlessly integrate paper and
electronic documents into their radiology workflow.
Scan also allows you to send electronic documents
to your archive by using a standard print function to
create secondary capture images.
When scanning a paper document or sending an
electronic document to your archive, users can enter
patient information by hand or select a matching
study from a disc, PACS, or modality worklist. Those
documents are added to studies as DICOM-standard
secondary capture images and become a part of the
study for archiving and viewing.
To learn more about how DatCard’s Enterprise Media
Importer + Scan can improve your workflow, visit
datcard.com or call 1.949.932.1300
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